Title word cross-reference

1 + 118 [2359]. 10 [91]. $102.50 [267, 268].
11 [95]. 12 [101]. 13 [103]. 14 [107]. 15 [112].
7 [72]. $74.25 [318]. 8 [77]. $2 [266]. 9 [206].
B [2642]. M [1894]. CSP||B [1280]. $IC
[879]. E3 [523]. j [1050, 1534]. k
[1890, 2529]. $146. $2 [575, 585]. n [1354].
$716, 574. $5Z [1467]. Z [530].

-calculus [2579, 716, 574, 146]. -driven
[1507]. -functors [1894]. -induction [2529].
-induction-based [1890]. -protocol [1354].
-selected [669].
Analyzing [1169, 1878, 2094, 2112, 2322, 1637, 2359, 1857, 1542]. anchored [1610].
Batcher
Back
Backward
Baeten
Bakery
Bargaining
Barker
Backbone
Backbones
Backtracking
Bailey
Baker
Balancing
Barge
Banana
Band
Bangalore
Banzai
Barbara
Bargaining
Barcelona
Barter
Base
Basis
Bayesian
BBS
BCS
BDI
Beginning
Behalf
Behavior
Behaving
Behaviours
Benchmarking
Being
Bengt
Berlin
Berlin/Heidelberg/New
Bertrand
Beside
Best
Better
Between
BGP
Beyond
Bidirectional
Bidirectionalization
Bigraphs
Binaries
Binary
Binary-Search
Binding
Bio
Bio-inspired
Biometrics
BIP
Bipartite
Biproduct
Biproduct-oriented
Bird
Birkhäuser
Bisection
Bishop
Bisimilar
Bisimilarity
Bisimulation
BITAM
Bits
Black
Black-Box
Blackboard
Blackwell
Blaming
Blikle
Bloat
Block
Block-Based
Block-Structured
Blocking
Board
Bottom-up [223, 334]. Bound [282]. bounded  
[323, 425, 1368, 1314, 1951, 1264, 1825, 2229, 2187, 2124, 949, 2479, 2355, 1953].
bounding [1943]. bounds [1669, 1120].
BoundWarden [2511]. box [1051, 755]. boxes [1389, 936]. Boyer [606]. BPEL  
[1320, 1850, 1018, 1006]. BPMN  
[2302, 1270]. Brace [193]. Brains [184].
Brazilian [2685, 2697, 2383, 2535, 2276, 1546, 1677, 2338, 2457, 1909, 1746, 1329, 2002, 1448, 1670]. break [2607]. Brian  
[295]. bridge [995]. Bridging  
[1601, 989, 1310, 1508, 529, 556, 1761].
Britain [295]. broadcasting [413].
Broadcasts [44]. broken [2175]. Brown  
[226, 196]. browser [1174]. BSP [2401, 564].
Büchi [291]. bug [1216, 2570, 2762]. bugs  
[1401, 2265, 2261]. Building [1939, 1489, 1050, 1870, 712, 747, 2115, 1201, 2076, 1534].
built [110]. built-in [110]. bulk  
[2401, 2489]. Bulterman [8]. BUnity  
[1459]. Burns [168]. BURST [2749]. bus  
[466, 1555]. Bush [288]. business  
[1065, 816, 2285, 2397, 1325, 970, 1772, 1887, 2316, 1444, 1181, 971, 972].
Bustard [185]. Byte  
[1125]. Bytecode [1396, 773, 1533, 2450, 1733, 832, 1266, 1668, 1726, 1666].
[1880, 2451]. C-bus [466].
C/C [1128, 1031]. CA [1183]. Cache  
[535, 2252, 2504]. caches [2370]. CADP  
[1327, 1108, 1552, 1433]. CAESAR [467].
CAESAR/ALDEBARAN [467].
CafeOBJ [2723]. Calculating [358, 211, 1]. Calculational [517, 560]. Calculus  
[2138, 608, 1594]. Calculus
Completeness [1276].


Conformance [1184, 2258, 2326, 2124]. congruence [241]. congruences [1434].
connected [606, 2453]. connection [1843].
connections [725]. Conector [1005, 2145].
Constants [129]. Constrained [1950, 2321, 2022, 2287, 2208, 1446].
Controller [2423, 1770, 1695, 603]. controllers [2680, 2427]. Controlling [2735, 1959].
Coordination [1007, 667, 2147, 1986]. Core [1901, 944, 2329, 2092, 2150, 2592, 2127, 2091].
Correct [2415, 262, 1321, 2544, 1903, 1365, 690, 1774, 2032].
correctness-by-construction [1776].
Correctness-guaranteed [2721].
correspondence [1718]. COSMIC
[2111, 2112]. Cost [2732, 2747, 342, 872,
2101, 1946, 1840, 1580, 1267, 2110].
Cost-effective [2747, 2101]. Costing [562].
costs [1845]. Cottam [288]. counter
[2527, 1568]. counter-factual [2527].
Counterexample [2277, 2163, 1657].
counterexample-guided [2163].
counterexamples [2268]. cut
[2513, 236]. cut-off [2513]. cutting
[1828, 1362]. cutting-edge [1362]. Cyan
[2528]. Cyber [1520, 2258, 1888, 2157, 2286].
Cyber-Physical [1520, 2258, 1888]. cycle
[1618, 1267]. cycles [2222]. cyclic
[2329, 590, 1445, 1772]. cyclicity [1728].
Cyclone [914].

D
[183, 243, 228, 207, 143, 185, 226, 288, 142].
DAAs [2120]. Daikon [1047]. Dalvik
Darrel [209]. Dart [2085]. Dashboard
[2541]. Data [294, 140, 2062, 78, 139, 258,
150, 30, 239, 157, 1667, 978, 2174, 476, 1583,
1962, 2370, 1806, 589, 265, 1630, 2534, 1083,
929, 1935, 2408, 982, 926, 2274, 2299, 728,
548, 1911, 809, 521, 724, 626, 1985, 394,
1383, 1482, 687, 309, 158, 2252, 2435, 563,
2488, 2763, 713, 960, 1189, 578, 2400, 1547,
1811, 1542, 2140, 1665, 351, 224, 697, 201,
737, 1799, 2482, 1621, 2476, 2661, 194].
data-aware [1985]. data-flow [476, 2534].
data-intensive [1799]. Data-race [2482].
data-space [926]. database
[1786, 2169, 722, 653, 1899, 654]. databases
[1788, 48]. databases-with [1788].
dataflow [1490, 845, 2592]. dataflow-based
[1490]. dataset [2512, 2758]. dataspaces
[664]. datatypes [1245]. David
[48, 297, 166, 170]. deactivation [2215].
death [687]. Deadlock
[1238, 482, 1825, 1522, 2382, 2500, 374].
Dealing [1812, 32]. deals [810]. debate
[266]. Debray [318]. Debt [2267, 2633].
debugger [1924]. Debugging
[1193, 2314, 2527, 2098, 595, 842, 1532, 1745,
2523, 2476, 2585]. Debugopt [2314]. decay
[917]. December [56, 2522, 2621, 2717].
decentralised [1797]. decentralized [1821].
decidability [1855]. decidable [1558].
Deciding [2124]. Decision


[1031]. High-level
[2684, 607, 1233, 592, 454]. high-performance [1362, 907, 170].
Higher [303, 104, 477, 2211, 36, 2121, 940, 2343, 715, 1765, 309, 819, 601, 1719, 737].
Higher-Order [104, 36, 477, 2211, 2121, 940, 715, 1765, 819, 601, 1719, 737].
highlight [1486]. highly [2613]. Hill [79, 144]. Hille [194]. Hindley [146, 1721].
Hippocratic [1854]. historical [1383]. histories [2253, 2638]. history [1742, 972].
Huffman [832]. human [727, 2680, 1639, 2581, 2214, 284]. human-robot [2680]. humble [1268].

identical [1732]. identification [1445, 2363, 2609]. Identifier [1130]. identifiers [1568]. identifying [2691, 2185].
let [787]. Letter [976]. level
[2322, 2241, 1348, 2061, 1648, 1425, 797,
1557, 607, 1233, 463, 2661, 592, 2684, 454,
1125, 2604, 1547, 1483, 2112, 739, 398].
levels [2172, 1399, 2638, 1560]. leveraging
[2450, 1815, 2380]. Lévi [573]. Lexical [135].
libraries [321, 1720, 1673, 712]. library
[2104, 2103, 2408, 1253, 2331, 750, 658, 1247,
1313, 1246, 1251, 2173, 1077, 2704].
library-centric [1246]. LICS [232]. life
[1618]. lifecycle [761]. lift [1878]. lifted
[2235, 2632]. Light [1942]. Lightweight
[616, 2263, 770, 1554, 2382, 2744, 2657, 1345,
1494, 1512, 824]. like [927, 1496, 1389, 1437,
1022, 1745, 843, 520, 127, 224]. likely [1047].
limited [1130, 1414, 2585]. Linda
[927, 497, 861]. Linda-like [927].
Lindemann [572]. line
[2190, 1564, 1514, 765, 1443, 889, 520, 994,
1512, 762, 820, 1515]. Linear
[917, 111, 1588, 122, 23, 504, 2163, 2614,
1860, 693, 2729, 1369, 1314, 1685, 1501, 1613,
353, 2684, 1247, 1452, 177, 529].
linear-bounded [1314]. Linear-time
[504, 529]. Linearisation [159].
linearizability [1754]. linearly [1264].
lines [2020, 1801, 1509, 1513, 1681, 1750,
1129, 2284, 2273, 767, 2311, 763, 766, 2719,
1516, 1334]. linguistic [1769]. linkage
[598, 1665]. Linked [2489, 1911, 1621].
Linking [1499, 2054, 2257]. links [1639].
Linter [2710]. Linux [1664]. Liskov [144].
Lisp [128, 247, 191]. LISPer [167]. List
[361, 92, 507]. List-Copying [92]. Listener
[1291]. Lister [168]. lists [1725, 371]. little
[167]. Live
[787, 1669, 686, 2253, 2476, 1818, 2083].
lived [403, 481]. Livelock [58].
Livelock-Free [58]. lively [2493]. Liveness
[59, 2529, 2728]. load [1807]. loading [1290].
Lobo [389]. Local
[2180, 1894, 2084, 1598, 1992, 846]. locality
[1317, 780, 2504, 2140]. Locality-Sensitive
[2140]. localization [551, 1478, 756].
localized [1860]. Locally [2640, 474]. Lock
[967, 1110, 853]. Lock-free [967].
lock-freedom [1110]. locks [2382]. Loecks
[2736]. logging [2638]. Logic
[493, 1854, 120, 130, 573, 1570, 947, 408, 232,
425, 1860, 476, 334, 2152, 1917, 2731, 443,
457, 2211, 1363, 1135, 703, 569, 1497, 1055,
2302, 2397, 2713, 29, 514, 154, 717, 2210,
1464, 312, 2664, 289, 1701, 333, 2395, 1510,
1520, 1188, 452, 1558, 453, 389, 2227, 523,
353, 698, 2683, 1582, 169, 1676, 2352, 2614,
1742, 582, 1281, 142, 2542, 2556, 1105, 1913,
972, 1187, 510, 213, 180, 181, 318].
logic-based [476]. logical [725, 505, 2327,
2436, 1296, 340, 1444, 813, 948, 1332].
Logics [240, 193, 2028, 391]. LogLogics
[972]. London [141, 126, 184, 516, 183, 243,
295, 156, 34, 389, 180, 179, 214, 266, 144,
185, 196, 152, 191, 247, 248, 249, 250]. long
[1095, 403, 481]. long-lived [403, 481].
long-running [1095]. Longest [310, 1644].
longest-edge [1644]. Loomes [206]. Loop
[2607, 27, 1020, 1158, 1313]. Loops
[27, 1667, 1406, 311, 1453]. Lost [2600].
LOTS [1108, 379, 267]. Louvain [1711].
low [1557, 2279, 739]. low-level [1557, 739].
lowering [2132]. LR [2641, 1217, 331, 2764].
LR-parsing [331]. LR/GLR [2641]. LRU
[279]. LSC [787]. LSI [1305]. Ltd [156].
LTL [1376, 1282, 1241, 1357]. Lua [2442].
Lub [2254].

M [184, 265, 391, 207, 182, 168, 298, 267,
179, 397, 730, 205, 249]. MA
[388, 320, 167, 318, 166, 205, 170, 316, 271].
Mac [291]. MACH [201]. machine
[2679, 2230, 2742, 116, 2339, 831, 868, 2353,
2233, 2624, 1152, 2158, 673, 504, 1290, 834,
2757, 1314, 1535]. machine-checked [2230].
Machines [2497, 1392, 96, 1692, 2404, 184,
1901, 2127, 2407, 2090, 2060, 859, 571, 1561,
829, 2401, 1425, 2323, 1718, 833, 2658, 1694].
macros [1193, 1749]. macroscopic [2308].
made [1958]. Maier [48]. maintainability [1299].
Management [2625, 965, 1440, 824, 923], make [188].
malicious [1189]. Mathematical [417, 228, 1158, 2776, 575, 344, 156, 1495, 1593, 575, 184, 206].
MATLAB [2455, 2057, 2620]. matrices [1646]. Matrix [1585, 394, 2173, 508].
MDA-based [991]. MDD [1605]. MDE [1632]. MDE-based [1632]. me [2645, 244].
measure [2591, 2340]. Measurement [2745, 2108, 2111, 2109, 2107, 2106].
measures [2553]. Measuring [2359, 1472, 916, 876, 1291]. Mechanical [2596, 1474, 1331, 1267].
Memoizing [444]. Memory [1340, 1471, 1130, 1115, 936, 933, 850, 2672, 2511, 1241, 1429, 2080, 2260, 912, 2146, 1565, 843, 1433, 937, 1478, 2132, 1548, 913, 846, 2271, 914, 2406, 915, 1073]. menu [708].
Mercury [2102]. Merge [140, 1441].
Message-Based [94]. message-passing [1135, 608, 392]. messages [2376].
meta-theory [1656]. meta-tracing [1836].
modelled [804]. Modelling [2653, 2213, 1857, 980, 2555, 1623, 341, 2406, 971, 1814, 2732, 1817, 2090, 1907, 1297, 1394, 1755, 1303, 1605, 2309, 2377, 2221, 2089, 1285].

Models [2730, 1385, 1341, 2562, 2374, 388, 1419, 973, 1939, 1375, 2020, 764, 663, 1841, 2034, 490, 2769, 1907, 1297, 1394, 1755, 1303, 1605, 2309, 2377, 2221, 2089, 1285].


MT [1040]. MTL [2735]. mu [672, 780].


Multi-agent [1426, 2425, 1427, 2721, 1188, 2160, 2066, 826, 2766, 1006]. Multi-Bach [2545]. multi-class [1399].

multi-component [2363]. multi-concept [2537]. Multi-core [2329, 2092, 2592].


Mutual [1881, 75, 1264, 1433, 470]. MVL [2627]. MyType [1438].


named-entity [2054]. Naming [33, 583]. Nardi [317]. narrative [1013].


NAT2TEST [1723]. Native [1636].

Properties and Protocol Dependencies

PROLOG

Property-dependent protocols

Property-directed

Protocol

Property-based

Property-proposal

Prospects

Proto

Protocols

Type-Checking [427]. Type-directed [1221, 2492]. type-driven [1979].

Type-indexed [724]. Type-safe [740, 1801, 1019, 1251]. type-sound [1995].


Tyypestate [840, 2705]. Typing [2134, 1501, 1739, 2596, 2673, 366, 373].

Ubiquitous [1487, 1489, 1494, 1488].


unbounded [2229, 981, 432]. uncaught [489]. uncertainty [2297, 2286].


uniform [2749, 525, 1935, 1468, 1832]. unify [1594, 1611]. Unifying [2507, 2326, 1304, 321, 1875, 1499]. Unique [608]. unit [1514, 1899, 2110]. United


Usage [1900, 2084, 1943, 2109, 2077, 1788, 2593]. Use [795, 2514, 1828, 2561, 1681, 2533, 991, 16, 2111, 2077, 913, 392, 1046, 245].

Use-case [795, 1828]. User [2656, 286, 1600, 1507, 1492, 2524, 2745, 1601, 2328, 1625, 656, 1490, 1363, 1602, 1493, 1606, 1691, 1604, 1148, 320, 2131, 2335, 2165, 2101, 1738, 2757, 1618]. user-controlled [656]. user-defined [1363, 2165].


using [497, 1247, 1580, 2764, 2356, 1811, 420, 2585, 1721, 283, 2638, 1566, 2528, 880, 1740, 1338, 288, 1181, 2268, 2427, 2676, 2314,
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